Severe hypocalcaemia and hyperphosphataemia caused by oral sodium phosphate fleet solution in a haemodialysis patient after parathyroidectomy
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Abstract

We report a case with severe electrolyte disturbance after the use of oral sodium phosphate solution (OSPS). A 69-year-old patient on haemodialysis received 45 mL of OSPS for bowel preparation. He had symptomatic hypocalcaemia with a serum calcium level of 0.95 mmol/L and serum phosphate level of 4.73 mmol/L. He was treated with haemodialysis and intravenous calcium supplementation. This patient had total parathyroidectomy recently leading to the absence of parathyroid hormone response. OSPS has been reported to cause life-threatening electrolyte disturbance especially in patients with renal failure. We suggest the use of safer alternatives for bowel preparations in renal failure patients.
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Background

Oral sodium phosphate solution (OSPS) is a commonly used agent for bowel preparation before colonoscopy and surgical procedures. It is favoured by its good patient tolerability and high bowel cleansing effect [1]. However, OSPS may cause renal failure and its use is not uncommonly associated with electrolyte disturbances that may lead to cardiac arrhythmia and even death.

Case report

A 69-year-old man who had end-stage renal failure due to unknown cause and had been on haemodialysis for 8 years underwent a surveillance colonoscopy for history of colonic adenoma. Two months before the procedure, the patient received total parathyroidectomy with reimplantation of part of the parathyroid tissue for severe hyperparathyroidism. Parathyroid hormone level was lowered to 8 pg/mL after operation. He was put on calcitriol 1 µg twice daily and calcium carbonate 1250 mg daily afterwards. On admission, his serum-adjusted calcium level was 2.4 mmol/L and his phosphate level was 0.80 mmol/L. He was given 45 mL of OSPS a day before the colonoscopy procedure for bowel cleansing.

Four benign looking colonic polyps were found and they were all snared for biopsy. Later after the procedure, the patient complained of generalized weakness with muscle cramps and twitching. Blood results revealed severe hypocalcaemia of 0.95 mmol/L and hyperphosphataemia of 4.73 mmol/L (Figure 1). He urgently received a session of haemodialysis and was supplemented with intravenous calcium. The electrolyte disturbance normalized and the patient made an uneventful recovery.

Discussion

Bowel cleansing for colonoscopy is essential for proper procedure. There are two types of commonly used bowel-cleansing agents, OSPS and polyethylene glycol-electrolyte solution (PEG-ELS). In our unit, the routine agent was PEG-ELS. For this gentleman, OSPS was prescribed by a non-nephrologist and had led to serious hypocalcaemia and hyperphosphataemia in this patient. OSPS contains sodium phosphate. If defaecation does not occur, a substantial amount of phosphate and sodium will be absorbed. Patel et al. has done a quantitative experiment to measure the amount of phosphate absorption and excretion after a standard regime of two doses of 45 mL OSPS ingestion in five healthy subjects. Fifty-seven per cent of phosphate was excreted in the stool and 14.7% in urine. The gut absorbs 43% of the ingested phosphate and 28.3% (3.28 g phosphorus) is still retained in the body 6 h afterwards [2]. For patients with renal failure, the absorbed phosphate produces a significant rise in serum phosphate.

Normally, phosphate load stimulates parathyroid hormone secretion to increase its renal excretion and inhibits renal synthesis of calcitriol. Hyperphosphataemia also induces hypocalcaemia. With parathyroid hormones, the body aims...
to maintain a normal plasma calcium level through immediate mobilization of calcium from the bones and subsequently reduces renal calcium excretion and increases calcium absorption from the intestine. However, in patients with renal failure, the impairment of phosphate excretion by the kidneys will lead to severe hyperphosphataemia from the heavy phosphate load contained in sodium phosphate-based laxatives (oral or rectal).

There had been some case reports on severe hyperphosphataemia and hypocalcaemia following the use of OSPS in patients with a background of renal impairment in recent years. The major adverse clinical effects include cardiac and neurotoxicity of hypocalcaemia and calcium phosphate precipitation. Several risk factors have been identified for electrolyte disturbance after OSPS use [3]. Renal failure is an obvious risk factor. Patients with intestinal obstruction and inflammatory intestinal disorders may have increased gastrointestinal phosphate absorption. This also applies to those with a higher dose of OSPS use. Patients aged >65 years old are also at a higher risk. Elderly patients may have a mild degree of renal impairment despite normal creatinine level. They are also more prone to develop vitamin D deficiency and have diminished intestinal motility. Patients with systemic diseases such as congestive heart failure and liver cirrhosis are also at a higher risk. Patients taking angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, AT2-receptor antagonists or diuretics are also found to have a greater rise in serum phosphate [4].

Although commonly available over-the-counter for relief of constipation, sodium phosphate-based enema preparations may have the potential of causing metabolic derangement if overdosed or retained in the bowels for a prolonged period. Pitcher et al. [5] described a case who received 11 sodium phosphate-based enema preparations (~1100 mL) for bowel clearance before revision of his stenotic colostomy site. The patient developed severe hypocalcaemia of 1.1 mmol/L, hyperphosphataemia of 3.36 mmol/L, which led to marked cardiovascular collapse with metabolic acidosis and ultimately death. Therefore, the risk of use of the apparently safe sodium phosphate-based fleet enema should not be overlooked, especially in those with the risk factors mentioned above.

In our patient, the recent parathyroidectomy had severely impaired the parathyroid hormone response to hyperphosphataemia induced by OSPS use. Our patient has had almost the lowest calcium level that has ever been reported. Niemeijer et al. [6] has also reported a similar case of severe hypocalcaemia in a patient with chronic renal disease and asymptomatic hypoparathyroidism.

In view of the potentially life-threatening electrolyte disturbance of OSPS in renal disease patients, we recommend avoidance with substitution by safer alternatives. A possible choice would be PEG-ELS. It appears to have similar efficacy to OSPS as a bowel-cleansing agent. In patients with serum creatinine level <133 mmol/L, it appears to cause no renal toxicity [7]. There is currently no study on the risk of adverse effects in patients using PEG-ELS with renal impairment. There have been several reported cases of disruption of sodium balance leading to convulsion and even death, but the number is much less than the reported electrolyte disturbance caused by OSPS [1]. For patients with risk of fluid overload, an alternative with 2L of PEG-ELS could be used with acceptable bowel cleansing efficacy [8].

In summary, OSPS contains phosphate which may be absorbed systemically. In patients with impaired renal function, there is impairment in phosphate excretion that may lead to hyperphosphataemia and subsequent hypocalcaemia. The hypocalcaemia is even more severe in cases where there is absence of the counteraction by parathyroid hormones. We
recommend alternative bowel-cleansing agents such as PEG-ELS instead of OSPS.
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